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Bond Market Fireworks Force a Stumble in Stocks

Treasury Bond Market Move Surprises Everyone
The July 4th holiday’s fireworks extended into the work week on Wall Street. The 10-year Treasury
note rallied further and faster than many had thought possible, pushing the yield down to as low as
1.25% during Thursday’s trading. It was at 1.77% at the end of March amid concerns about inflation.

The 10-day drop in the yield on the 10-year Treasury note is 21 basis points; that’s the biggest so far
this year and eclipses a January rally that occurred during a winter surge in Covid cases.

There’s no one, clear catalyst to point to for the rapid drop in yields. And that uncertainty spilled
over into stocks as perplexed traders decided to take a more conservative stance until more is
known. The S&P 500 fell at the opening bell, but quickly recouped part of the loss.

Such large moves in bonds in a short period of time can sometimes take on a momentum of their
own as traders who were hoping for a reflation trade are forced to get out of the way. That can
produce exaggerated moves as traders manage their risk. At this point, no one can rule out more
volatility and big headlines as investors re-position in the wake of the bond market rally.



What’s the Catalyst?
Any number of reasons have been cited for the action. One firm, Deutsche Bank, conducted a poll of
300 investors and traders and listed the drivers from most to least important, reports Bloomberg
News.1

● Supply and demand technicals
● Secular stagnation/growth scare
● Federal Reserve potential pivot towards removing stimulus
● Covid/Delta variant concerns

Demand for Treasuries has been strong despite the record size of recent auctions. Foreigners are
likely attracted to the high yields on offer in the U.S. compared to their home market. For example,
the 10-year Treasury currently yields 161 basis points more than its German counterpart. That’s still
near this year’s high, and is among the widest spreads since the turn of the century.

Turning to the Federal Reserve, two changes have occurred recently that may be playing a role in
bond volatility.

1. This week’s release of the minutes of the central bank’s June meeting showed a few officials
thought the time to remove some bond-buying support might be getting closer given the
strength of the U.S. economy.2

2. The so-called dot-plot released at the last meeting showed a shift towards a potentially
earlier increase in interest rates - moving it up a year to 2023. Horizon wrote about that

2 Fed Officials See Earlier End for Bond Buying, Emphasize Patience, WSJ, July 7, 2021
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fed-debated-how-to-begin-pulling-back-on-stimulus-at-june-meeting-11625680801

1 "Stocks in Sell-Everything Mood on Tech and Reflation Worries," Bloomberg News, July 8, 2021

https://www.horizoninvestments.com/abnormally-low-interest-rates-remain-even-if-fed-hikes-in-2023/


news on June 24, noting that abnormally low interest rates would likely still be the case for
several more years.

Put together, the two changes and the ongoing public debate among Fed officials about what to do
about bond-buying and rates may have caught off guard people who were expecting the central
bank to let economic growth and inflation run hot for years to come.

As for Covid and the rise of the more contagious Delta variant, the concern about new economic
restrictions is gaining traction.

Japan has just announced that it will not allow any spectators to attend the Olympic Games due to a
sudden rise in infections. Japan and other Asian countries have much lower vaccination rates than
the U.S., raising the risk that more health protection measures may be put in place and global supply
chains might be disrupted. Indonesia may be the next hot spot after India’s recent troubles.

On a global basis, however, the Covid case count is stable and the number of deaths is tumbling. In
the United Kingdom, where cases are rising sharply due to Delta, mortality remains low. The
vaccines appear to be doing their job of reducing the worst-case outcome of the disease, making it
unlikely - in our view - that new restrictions will occur in the U.S. and other countries with high
vaccination rates.

The Fed’s shift, and the rise of the Delta variant, may together explain why some market participants
are worried about a growth scare - meaning a downshift in GDP growth - which is causing an
unwinding of so-called reflation trades.

What Does it All Mean for Goals-Based Plans?
This may end up being a tempest in the bond market tea cup. In Horizon Investments’ view, markets
are digesting the meaning of several recent events, but the big picture has yet to change.  The stock
market, for example, was at record highs this week. Despite the unclear reasons for the bond
market move, investors don’t appear to be concerned about the prospects for earnings and revenue
growth.

Horizon believes it may be a good idea for financial advisors and their clients to not make any major
adjustments if they have a diversified portfolio. In our view, the recovery of the U.S. economy should
continue, the jump in inflation still appears to be temporary and the Federal Reserve - along with
other major central banks - is not yet reducing their highly stimulative monetary policy stance. Taken
together, we still believe the long-term economic path is for moderate GDP growth and tame
inflation: conditions that are a favorable backdrop for market valuations.

This commentary is written by Horizon Investments’ asset management team. For additional commentary and
media interviews, contact Chief Investment Officer Scott Ladner at 704-919-3602 or
sladner@horizoninvestments.com.
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